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DIRECTOR'S DESK

Science is a way of life, not just a subject. A significant revolution in one's life is
equivalent to a revolution in science. It involves learning new things, developing
strong character traits, and making one's own abilities more marketable.
Observing their progress gives students a wonderful sense of Observing their
progress gives students a wonderful sense of pride. Additionally, they are led to
believe that they can leap higher and will soon reach the pinnacle of their
potential.

Alumni are the true jewel of any university because they represent
accomplishment at its highest level. At DYPCOP, we work diligently to foster
positive relationships between alumni and students. Shakespeare wrote that
experience makes a man. Our youngsters get to benefit from the wisdom of
our seniors and fill in the cracks left by their errors. Our goal is to promote
Alumni involvement and commitment throughout the rest of their lives.
Our institution continues to receive honors thanks to our alumni. The latest
initiatives shown by our committee and executive council uplift me. I am
incredibly inspired to see the alumni at work.

So as to hasten the development and growth of our institution Being a leader
of an institution that upholds ethics and champions "Excellence through
education" makes me feel really privileged. regard for morals It gives me
tremendous pleasure to contribute to the Annual Alumni Magazine,
"Pharmazine-2023”.

It is an absolute pleasure for me to
address each and every reader of
"Pharmazine 2023”.

Due to extraordinary technological
advancements, technology, human
progress, and lifestyle have all greatly
flourished in the new millennium. Efforts
are made by our institution to keep up
with the latest Use of technology and
globalization to promote a variety of
creative and encouraging social and
cultural events.

Col (Retd) S K Joshi
Campus Director

 



PRINCIPAL'S DESK

SECRETARY'S MESSAGE

Alumni are one the key stakeholders and representatives of any institution, and they may
best energize the college by undermining morals and ethics with their steam of bursting
energy and innovative ideas. Our institution was a little operation a decade ago, but
today's graduates are widely dispersed over the world in search of learning, growth, and
knowledge, and their contributions are felt all over the world. We have established a
website to help students and alumni connect.
The committee has been working hard over the years to make the annual alumni
gathering and the Pharmazine a huge success. "Wheels start rolling week ago," they say.
The creation of Pharmazine was a collaborative effort that included dedication and hard
work.

"Knowledge is what we perceive aptly stated,
education is what they teach," the saying goes. In
today's cutthroat business environment, intelligence
and knowledge are not sufficient. Knowledge
application is a crucial element of success. One can
achieve the pinnacle of success with a focused
spectrum, perseverance, hard work, and
determination. Without the help of alumni, no
institution has ever achieved its full potential.

It is a significant initiative that aims to improve the relationship between alumni and
the institute, inform them of what is happening at our college and give them the
chance to offer insightful feedback, as well as consider the role and activities of
association. It should be kept in mind that the alumni association relies on their
support and looks forward to their increased involvement. I sincerely hope that we can
continue to organize the convention on a regular basis and further cement the
connection between alumni and Alma Mater. 

Warmest regards to you all! I really believe that the
Pharmazine will reunite us all. We are excited to
establish a large alumni base and to communicate
with graduates from other disciplines. The Alumni
Association acts as a bridge between the alumni
and the college and attempts to promote and
cultivate connection among alumni, teachers, and
current students. The alumni may have a significant
impact on students' direction and program design.

Dr. Niraj Vyawhare

Dr. Shubhangi Daswadkar



We have always been striving hard to foster
relations and strengthen bonds between
Alumni and institution. It is indeed my
earnest desire to bring them closer through
this medium. Alumni and students together
serve as the most significant stakeholders of
the college. This interaction proves fruitful to
all of us in many ways and encourages us to
face upcoming challenges in this profession.
The long list of our distinguished alumni has
always galvanized the youth in a positive
direction for the development of society. The
magazine is a reflection of what our alumni
are!! extend my gratitude to the college and
Alumni Association for their consistent
support and guidance. Congratulations to
the entire committee for the success of the
alumni magazine. Lastly, I thank all alumni
who have been the part and parcel of the
previous meets and heartily invite all of them
and new ones for Alumni-2023
The Alumni connections and through
institutes initiatives this committee is
conducting annual meets, and interactions
and keeping the DYPCOP community
connected.

 

Pranav Shevkar
Secretary, Working Committee

'Alumni' engender feeling of ginormous
happiness in all faculties as well as college
management. I'm sure that the experience of
alumni will surely foster professional growth
of our all upcoming batches. As secretary of
working committee, I will try my best to make
out maximum value out of this venture for
student's growth ahead. Lastly I extend my
gratitude towards college and Alumni
association for having me on board & I
assure that this Pharmazine-2023 will be
dazzling gem

Jay Tatiya
President, Working Committee



ALUMINI INTERACTION

SOUMYA KAGATI 
 

Greetings and good wishes to everyone reading
this message! It is a proud moment for me,
Soumya Kagati, a successful alumni of Dr. DY.
Patil College of Pharmacy to contribute to this
magazine and share my experiences with you
all. Having been 2 years by now that I graduated
from DYPCOP, it just feels yesterday. It so
happened that Yugal Oswal, one of the star
students of the college, happened to message
me one day saying that he would require an
article from me for the alumni magazine. It
made me feel nothing less than a part of the
college even today just as then.
      Having spent 4 years full of life at DYPCOP, I
had plans just like many other students to do a
management degree and get along with the
corporate flow. But not always you end up in
flow with your plans. Grades are not where you
put a full stop to, you need to shape yourself to
the fullest with confidence, knowledge and
courage. Having the dreams to be your own
ruler, one of the building blocks to be an
entrepreneur was to do my masters abroad. I
successfully managed to get into one of the
leading universities in Australia, Monash
University, Melbourne. I am currently pursuing
my masters in International business. Not to
forget the professors of our college, without
them this wouldn’t have been possible. We were
exposed to many informative sessions by
Ms.Shubhang Jadhav, the constant drilling to get
us close to perfection and lots of love and
support. Nothing is really right or wrong, its all
about how you do it and strike your goal. 

 Trust me the grass always seems greener on
the other but also trust me the college has lots
to give you, whereas its all upto you how you
make use of it. Being an alumni of Dr.D.Y. Patil
college of pharmacy, I wish goodluck to all the
current students and in the years to come and
its an order to keep up the college as high as
always. Have fun, an amazing future and keep
showing off your talent!

SANKET KULKARNI 

Life is a journey, it’s not where you end up but
how we got there.”
I am Sanket Kulkarni, Marketing Manager, Bayer
My journey of success and wisdom began at
DYPCOP. “guru gobind deu khade kake lagu paye,
balihari guru apne gobind diyo milay”I entered
the college as a shy and a timid kid, and sooner
with the help of extra ordinary
infrastructure,facilities and exemplary faculties;
transferred into a smart, witty and foresighted
person. As they say
College days are the best part of life, my
experience with this college holds it true. My
experience at DYP has been overwhelming and
truly inspiring. It has been a sheer contributer
towards my personality over the past few years,
college life taught me to sharpen my skills and to
deal with difficulties without being petrified.
Your success should not make you proud it
should make you polite your polite effective
communication would play a vital role in your
triumphs. Always believe” nothing is impossible”
While going through all these changes,take a
moment to look back and see how far you have
come. It will give you a vision to how far your
faith can leap. Achieve your goal but don’t open it
up, because achievers don’t mention what they
have achieved in life after achieving your goal you
should realize that the society has played a
crucial role by supporting you and accepting your
choices. Success and failures are a part and
parcel of our lives. We should not let our hopes
get scattered due to some petty issues or failures,
as they rightly stated “failures are the stepping
stones to success.”
A salute to all teachers of this great institute,
because of whom we are here today.” Start to
aim high and think big” Last but not the least
always face challenges, don’t run away from
them. Just remember “WHATEVER YOU DO WILL
BE SIGNIFICANT, BUT IT IS VERY IMPORTANT
THAT YOU DO IT Best of luck for your future
Pours!



SVARSHA PHIRKE
 

A journey of thousand miles begins with single
step. I still remember the night before my first
day of college where all my family members told
me that “Tomorrow is the first day of what you
will become.” When I was first enrolled here at
DYPCOP, I never thought I would ever be in the
position to be writing such a blog for college
magazine.. My journey begins with DYPCOP
where I have spend the most crucial years of my
college life perusing D.pharm, B.Pharm and then
M.Pharm. (QAT) (2008-2015).Getting this far in
college was not easy, it took encouragement
from family, dedication, and assistance from
teachers to reach this position. I believe that
every person I meet in my life have in some way
transformed me.
         The molecule designing and drug
development play the root part in the cycle of
product formation. At the primary stage, the
molecule is designed and it undergoes various
stages of clinical research. The stages include
toxicity check, efficacy check, and post
marketing surveillance. The molecule passes
through toxicity check, the process of efficacy
check starts. The drug is passed through various
levels of efficacy studies on subject. During
these stages of trial, the history of the subject is
maintained; since the subject enters the trial till
the trial ends or the death of the subject,
whichever is earlier. The history being raw data,
the data is cleaned and is managed by the
clinical data management team. 

  MITALI MANKAR (2017)
 

The best and the most beautiful thing’s in the
world cannot be seen or even touched, they
must be felt with our heart says Hellen Keller
and apart to describe my journey with DYPCOP
its not just the college, but an emotion hard to
summarize but yet to mesmerise! It gives me
an immense pleasure to allocate remembrance
with all my friends and the readers of
pharmazine 2018. DYPCOP & NSS has been a
great contributor towards my personality over
the past.
                  Few years, though studies were the
only focus we had but it has also discovered my
interest towards several skills which each and
every individual have inbuilt in themselves.I
would also like to share my heartfelt gratitude
towards the sessions of Barclays which was
arranged during our final year which not only
helped us to groom our interview skills but also
helped me to develop As a person. This
sessions really provided me with immense
knowledge that assisted me to crack those
tough interview sessions.

          This entire writeup would be incomplete if
I don’t thank Dr. Shubhagi Daswadkar ma’am
who was my constant supporter and welwisher
throughout my journey at DYPCOP. Thank you
ma’am for all your good wishes & love that you
gave me as my superior MOM. I LOVE YOU!!
Last but not the least I’ll also thank all the
alumni committee members for giving me
opportunity as well as this platform to share
my gratitude and emotions towards all the
members who were the part of my journey. I
wish everyone a very bright future ahead, best
of luck, lots of love to all my friends and tons of
respect to all my staff members….



ALUMINI INTERACTION

ROHIT UTTARWAR

I Still remember my first day of DYPCOP, I
was petrified due to the huge college
infrastructure new faces & the enthralling
crowd. After a while, I adjusted myself & the
teachers gave me confidence & moral
support. DYPCOP is the most amazing place.
Itransformed not only in my career but also
in my overall personality. This is the place
where I have improved my confidence level
to an extent to survive in this competetive
world. With exciting opportunity in pharma
and research, was introduced to the exciting
generic world of pharma.

Briefly, Generic Formulation designing and
product formation is the cycle of product
development and research. At the primary
stage literature search is to be done using
retrieval sites for API, patent, monograph,
dissolution method and impurity profile
followed by active sourcing, active material
testing. Purchasing after finalization of
source of active material and Compatibility
study of active with excipients. Next stage
involve innovator identification,
innovatortesting and purchasing.

Once the Active and innovator gets finalized,
trial batches and lead formula finalization
along with container closure specification
and manufacturing process, analytical
evaluation is to be done.

So overall Dr DY Patil college of Pharmacy
has been a blessing in form for guiding me
properly to achieve my desired dream and
enhanced my personality which has helped
me a lot in this jouney and will surely help in
the upcoming future. 

PRATIK CHUTTAR

This college has made me what I am today. I came to
know my qualities and potentials and most
importantly the inside me. I was given with a big
responsibility as General Secretary of the college.
That was the most memorable day of my life because
it helped me to inculcate both managerial and
leadership skills which is how I chose my post-
graduation in Management. I am ever thankful to
DYPCOP, because my future has its base started right
from this place.

RAHUL RAUT
 

 am currently pursuing my graduate degree in Analytical
Chemistry at University of Calgary, Calgary, Canada. My
education journey in D.Y. Patil College of Pharmacy laid a
strong foundation for my future aspirations. The
conducive learning environment and focused teaching
by the faculty members gave an opportunity for
everyone. To grow in whatever field they choose to be I
am pretty sure that the institute will make profound
impact in the pharmaceutical education field and
support quality students through quality education. Best
wishes!
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